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UNBOUNDED CON\/ERGENCE
IN THE CON\/ERGENCE \,IECTOR LATTiCES: A SUR\;.EY
A. M. Dabboorasad, E. Yu. Emelyanov
Dedi,cated to Professor A. G. Kusraea
on the occas'ion of hi,s 65th anniuersary
Various convergences in vector lattices were historicalll' a subject of deep investigation v'hich stems
from the begining of the 20th century in works of Riesz, Kantorovich, Nakano, !'ulikh, Zanen, a',d
marl)/ other mathematicians. The stud,v of the unbounded order convergence had been initiated b5'
Nakano in late 40th in connection with Birkhoff's ergodic theorem. The idea of Nakano $-as to define
the almost everywhere convergence in terms of lattice operations without the direct use of measure
theory. Many years later it was recognised that the unbounded order convergence is also rathe useful
in probability theory. Since then. the idea of investigating of convergences by using their unbounded
versions, have been exploited in several papers. For instance, unbounded convergences in vector lattices
have attracted attention of many researchers in order to find nes' approaches to r,-arious problems of
functional analysis, operator theorl', variational caicuius, theory of risk measures in mathematical finance,
stochastic processes, etc. Some of those unbounded convergences, like unbounded norm convergence.
unbounded multi-norm convergence. unbounded r-convergence are topological. Others are not topological
in general, for example: the unbounded order convergence, the unbounded relative uniform convergence)
various unbounded convergences in lattice-normed lattices, etc. Topological convergences are. as usual,
more flexible for an investigation due to the compactness arguments, etc. The non-topological convergences
axe more complicated in genelal, as it can be seen on an example of the a.e-convergence. In the present
paper we present recent developments in convergence vector lattices with emphasis on reiated unbounded
convergences. Special attention is paid to the case of con\rergence in lattice multi pseudo normed vector
lattices that generalizes most of cases which were discussed in the literature in the last 5 vears.
Mathematical Subject Classification: 46403. 46440. 46842.
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1. Introduction
A conuergence [s-conuergence) a, for nets [resp.. for sequences] in a set X is defined b5, ths
following two conditions:
(o) 
". 
- 
7 ) ro J+r [resp., rn z tr + r,n5"]t
(b) 
"*:+r 
* rB:+r for every subnet rB of rofresp., rn
subsequence r,nk of rn].
A conaergence set is a pair (X, c) where c is a convergence in a set X. A mapping / from
a convergence set (Xr,cr) into a convergence set (X2,c2) is said to be contr,nu,oLts)If ro ot>"
implies J@)Z f @). s-Continuity of / is defined b;'replacing nets v,ith sequences.
c
-------.L
L^+ [n* ---+ r lor everr'
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A subset A of (X,c) is called: c.-closed rf A> ro j+r + r 
€ 
A; C.-compacf if any net
o,o in y' possesses a subnet ap such rhat aB-t+a for some a 
€ 
A. sc,-Closed,ness and sc-corn-
pactness are defi.ned b;' using sequences. If the set {z} is c-closed for ever},- r € X then c is
called T1-conuergence. It is immediate to see that c 
€ 
Tr if every constant net ro: z does
not c-converge to any A * r. For further information on convergences rve refer to [20, 30].In the present paper, we investigate several special convergences in real uector latti,ces.
Under conuergence rn a vector lattice X we always understand a convergence c in the set X,
rn'hich agrees 'n'ith the iinear and }attice operations in the follorn'ing wa;v:
X )roi.r, X )aB:-+g, R >r.., -+r
impii,'
and
11 'ro\AsJ+r-rAy. (2)
In other word.s. the linear and lattice operations in X are continuous with respect to the
c-convergence in X and to the usual convergence in R. In this case, we say that X 
- 
(X, c) is
a conaergence uector latti,ce. s-Conuergence uector latti,ces are defined by using in (1) and (2)
sequences instead of nets.
A net ro [resp., a sequencer,,f in (X,c) is called ac,-Cauchy, whenever
(ro 
- 
rfi :+ A [resp. ,, ("* - rn) 5 O (*,n -+ oo)] (3)
A convergence vector lattice (X, c) is said to be c-compl,efe [resp. ) sc-cornplete], if every c-
Cauchy net [resp., c-Cauchy sequence] in X is c-convergent.
A Tr-convergence c1 in a vector lattice X is said to be mi,ni,mal fs-mini,mal], rffor an5, other
ft-convergencecinXsatisfS'ipgro40=+z.,SOforallnetsroinX[resp.,r,r9\0=+
nr40 for ail sequences irrz in X], it follows that c: cr.
A convergence c in a vector lattice X is said to be Lebesgue [resp.,s-Lebesgue],tffor errer]'
net ro [resp., for every sequence rn] in X
ro4o-+ro5o,
IrespectivelS',
rn40-""-501 (5)
It follows from (4), (5) that everi' Lebesgue convergence is s-Lebesgue.
Basic examples of convergence vector lattices are: a locally soiid vector lattice X 
- 
(X,r)
with tts r-conuergence [t]; u space of Lebesgue measurab]e functions on [0, 1] u'ith the almost
euerywhere conuergence. that is a sc-Lebesgue convergence; a vector }attice X with the o-con-
aergence fwv-conuergence] lza]; a lattice normed vector lattice (X,p,E) with the p- conaergence
[4, 5]. For more detaiis, see [1, 4, 5,9,24-27]. Recently, o- and uo-convergence were investigated
in [7, 9, 11 ,77,2I,22,28] with some further appiications in [13, 16, 2g].
In the present paper; we introduce several further con\/ergence lattices and investigate
corresponding unbounded convergences.
The second author expresses deep gratitude to Prof. Anatoly Kusraev for his decisive
impact on the author's choice of the functional analysis as his research area 29 years ago.
11 .ro+Ag:-+r'r+A (1)
(4)
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2. Examples of convergence vector lattices
In this section. we coliect and shortl;,- discuss several examples of convergence rrector
iattices. The convergences in Examples 2. 3, and 4 below are topological in the sense that
there is locallv solid topoiogv z such that the z-convergence coincided rn'ith the corresponding
c-convergence.
Ereuplp 1. Let x be a vector iattice. clearlr'. (x, -3*) is a fi-convergence vector lattice.
Furthermore, (X. l5; is a convergence vector lattice, u,here ct o ,tt is ?1 iff X is Archimedean
(cf. [1 .24-27]).
In a Lebesgue and complete metrizable localiy soiid vector lattice, ro 5 r tff ro i+ r
[8. Proposition 3]. it was aiso shorn'n in [8, Proposition 4] that, in Ro. cr ru,;; is equir,a]ent to
,,oLL v 
"ii for nets iff Ct is countable. Furthermore, it was proved that the o-convergence in X
is topological iff dim(X) < rc [7, Theorem 1], and that the Ru-convergence is topological
iff X has a strong order unit [8. Theorem 5]. It is worth to notice that the so-convergence
in a Banach lattice X of countable type coincides with the norm convergence iff X is lattice
isomorphic to cs [19. Theorem 1].
Exevplq 2. Let .t// : {^e}rc= be a famil1, of Riesz seminorms on a vector lattice X.
If, for an"v 0l r 
€ 
X, there rsrnq 
€./// such that m6(r) > 0, (X,.//) is said to be a multi-
normed lattr,ce (cf .127. Definition 5.1.6]). abbreviated by MNL. with the Ri,esz rnu,lti-norm .til.
Convergence in a Riesz multi-norm (v,-conuergence) was studied recentiy in [9].\{}ils are aiso knou'n as Hausdorff }ocally convex-solid vector lattices (.f. [1, p. 5g]).
Note that nou'-darvs the name "multi-normed space" is also used for quite different class
of spaces Ii0].
ExnuplB 3. Given a vector iattice X, d function r : X + R+ is called a R,iesz pseud,os-
eminorm (cf. [1, Definition 2.27]), u'henever:
(a) r(r + s) < r(r) + r(y) for all r, a € X;
(b) Iim"**r(anr) 
- 
0 for ail r 
€ 
X and for all R ) a,, -+ 0;
k) lal ) l"l implies ,(a) ) r(r).
If r(u) I 0 for any 0 I r € X, r is calied a Ri,esz pseudonorm and (X,r) is said to be
a pseudonormed lattice (abbreviated by PNL).
The convergence in a PNL is rather similar to the norm convergence in a normed lattice
except of possible iack of a localiv convex base for the corresponding topology.
The next example presents a convergence which generaiizes convergences from Exampies 2
and 3.
Ex.tlr,tptp 4. We sarv that a collection I 
- 
{r€}ee= of Riesz pseudoseminorms on X is
aRi,eszm,ulti-pseudonorm,ifforany0*r€X,thereis16egv,ithre@)>0.inthiscase,
6,,q) is said to be a multi-pseudonormed lattr,ce (abbreviated by MPNL).
Notice that. b;,'the Fremiin theorem (cf. [1. Theorem 2.28]). MPNLs are exactly the locally
soiid vector lattices.
The Ri,esz rnulti-pseudonorm conuergence (vte-conuergence) in (x,,q),
ro 3 t <=+ (Y ra e 9) ,{" 
- 
ro) -+ 0. (6)
coincides n'ith r-convergence, \ 
'here r is the corresponding localiy soiid topology in (X. 9).
ExeuplB 5. Given vectorlattices X and E,dfunction p: X -+ E+ is called an -E-valued
Riesz seminorm (cf. 124,26]). whenever:
(o) p(" + s) < p(r) +p(y) for al] r. a € X;
(b) p(ar) 
- 
lal - p(r) for all r € X, a € R;
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(") ly! > jrl implies p(y) > p(").
If, additionali5'. p(.") l0 for anr'0 *, e X, we sarv that p is an E-ualued Ri,esz norm.
A vector lattice (X.p,E') equipped u'ith an E-valued Riesz norm p is called a latti,ce
normed lattr,ce (abbrei'iated by' LNL).
Several tl-pes of convergences in lattice normed iartices were studied recenti;' in [a-6].One
of the most interesting convergences here is the p- conaergence:
"o 
J- , <- p(r 
- 
r.) 
-5 O. (T)
Notice that. the p-convergence in (-X-. I i,X) coincides'n'ith the o-convergence in X which is
not topological if dim(X) : *.
Exelrplp 6. A vector iattice X _ (X..///.8) equipped ivith a separating famil;,'
.t// : ipe )e .= of E-ualued Rtesz semi,norms is said to be a lattice multi-normed tatti,ce (ab-
breviated b5, LMNL). The corresponding convergence:
imro 4 r <+ (Vpe e .t/) pe@ 
- 
r.) 
-5 O (8)
is called the ru.- con,uergence. Clearlr'. an)' LNL is an LN{NL.
Ex,tuptB 7. Given two vector lattices X and E. A function p: X 
-+ E+ is called an
E-ualued R'ies z pseudonorrn, u'henever:
(") p(' 
- 
s) ( p(") + p(y) for all r. s e x;
(b\ p(a,r) 
-:+ 0 for all s € X and R ) a,, -+ 0,
k) lyl >- lrl impiies p(a) ) p(r);(d)"l0impiiesp(r)/a.
If condition (d) is dropped. p is said to be an E-ualued Rr,esz pseudosem'inorm.
A vector lattice X equipped u'ith an -E-valued Riesz pseudonorm p is calle d a lattice
pseudonormed lattr,ce (abbreviated by LPNL and denoted b.v (X,p,E)). The corresponding
convergence:
ro J+ r +-+ p(r 
- 
,.) 4 0 (9)
is called, as in Example 5, the P-conuergence Ln (X,p,E). Clearly, any LNL is an LPliL.
Our last example presents a convergence u'hich generalizes convergences from all previous
examples except the nu,-convergence from Example 1.
ExnuplE 8. A family g 
- {pc}e.= of E-valued Riesz pseudoseminorms is said to be
separat'ing whenever, for an5, 0 f r € X, there is p( € g such that p6(r) > 0. If g is
separating, w€ call it an E-ualued Ri,esz rnulti-pseudonorm.
A vector iattice (X,9, E) equipped in'ith an E-ualued Ri,esz multi-pseudonorm I ts sud,
to be a latt'tce multi-pseudonormed lattr,ce (abbreviated by LMPNL). The corresponding
convergence:
"oY " +=:+ (Vpe € g) pe@ - "*) 4 0 (10)
is called the lvp-conuergence.
3. Unbounded convergences
\iarious unbounded convergences have been investigated recentlv in l2-4, 7-9, 11, L2,
15-18. 2l-23,28,3i-33]. This section is focused on the unification of approaches for
unbounded convergences in different settings. After this, we discuss several t;rpes of unbounded
convergences related to examples in Section 2.
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3.1. General facts. Let / be an ideal in a convergence vector lattice (X,c). The following
definition is motivated bt- the definition of un-conuergence wlth, respect to an 14eal I if
a normed latti,ce (X, ll ll) [21]
DpPtxlrtox 1 . The unboun,d,ed c- conuergence u. r. to I (shortlS-, v 1c- corwergence)
is defined b;.
r.:5-rrf l"o_ rtAu:-+r forall u€1, (1i)
It foliows directh'from (1) and (2), that (X.uyc) is a convergence \recror lattice, u,here
v rC € T1 <+ C € fi and I is order dense.
Furthermore, the uyc-convergence is coarser than c and u7u7c : [:1c. Thus, if 1 is order dense
and c is 7r and minimal, then Qrlc 
- 
c. If c is topological, then a,rC is topological as u,ell(cf. [8, 31]). unbounded c-convergence \^r.r. to -I 
- 
x is denored by u,c.
The uo-convergence \ ras studied recentl)' in [7. 15-18. 28, 32] The urw-convergence was
introduced and investigated in [11] (see aiso [2i-23, 33]). W.e refer ro[4.5] for the up-conver-
gencq to [9] for the ur-convergencer and to [S. 14. 23. 3L, 32] for rhe uz-convergence.
It mav happened that a c-convergence is not topological, yet the uc-convergence is topolo-
gicai. For example. if X is an atomic order continuous Banach iattice, then the uro-convergence
in X is topological [11. Theorem 5.3]. u'hereas the o-convergence in X is not topo]ogical except
dim(X) ( oc [7, Theorem 1].
The foliou'ing proposition is a L.rc-\rersion of [17, Proposition 3.15] (cf. aiso [4. Propositi-
on 3.11] and [31, Proposition 2.L2]). Since its proof is simiiar. we omit ir.
Proposition I. Let c be a LebesgueTl-convergence in a vector lattice X and Y a sub-
la,ttice of X. Y is r.rc-closed itr it is c-cjosed.
It w-as shou'n in [31. Theorem 6.4] that in a Hausdorff local]y solid rrector lattice (X,r)
the r-convergence minimal iff it is Lebesgue and ur 
- 
z. The question, whether or not any
Q-convergence in a vector lattice is minimal iff it is Lebesgue and n.rc _ c) remains open.
Two further questions arise in the case of topoiogical urc-convergence (i. e. u,c is a r-conver-
gence for some locaiiy solid r in X). Under in'hich conditions the topology r is locally convex?
Metrizable? In the case of r,r-convergence (norm con\/ergence) in a Banach lattice X. it was
proved that: (1) urw-topologf is metrizable iff X has a quasi-inrerior point [22, Theorem 3.2];(2) Lf X is order continuous, then (X.urr.) is locally'convex iffX is atomic [22. Th.orem 5.2].In the general case) no investigation was conducted yet.
3-2. uo-Convergence and r,.,rnu-convergence. The uo-con\/ergence was studied deep-
i;' in many recent papers (cf. [7. L2. 15,77, 18,2r,32]). whereas the rJRu-convergence was
investigated in [4. 7-9| It u'as proved [8, Prop.osition 3] that in a Lebesgue and complete
metrizable }ocall;' solid vector lattice X, r" i "_..€+ ro -\ z for ever), net ro. In [8,Proposition 4]. it was shou,n that. in X 
- 
Ro, "J\" is equivalent to ,, o'r,, for nets iff 0
is countable. Furthermore, it was proved in l7l, that the o-convergence is topoiogical iff
dim(X) < oc [7, Theorem l], and that the RlJ-convergence is topological ffi X has a strong
order unit [7, Theorem 5].
3.3. ur-Convergence and !-rz-convergence. Recently, n:y,-Convergence was studied
in [9], rn'hereas ui-convergence in [9, 14,23,31]. Among other things, it was shown that in
a metrizable r-complete MNL (X,.til) the urr,-convergence is metrizable iff X has a quasi-
interior point [9. Proposition 4). In [8. Proposition 5] it was shoinn that in a complete
metrizable localiy solid vector lattice (X,r) with a countabie topoiogical orthogonai sr.stem.
the q.rz-convergence is metrizable.
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Notice that, in the case of the ur-convergence in an \{NL (X,.t//) u'irh the Riesz muiti-
norm ./// 
- {rng}6e=, the uv-convergence in X is rhe Mr-convergence in the MPNL (X,,q),
u'here g 
- {mg."}cez,u€X* is given bv
m6,u(r) : rrL€(irl n ,rl,) (€ e 
=, 
u 
€ 
Xa). Q2)
In the case of a locail;' solid \rector lattice (X, t), in order to describe the !-r"-convergence,
we consider a Riesz multi-pseudonorm on X. sal' g 
- {pC}e.=, generating topo}ogv r (such
a Riesz multi-pseudonorm exists b1' the Fremiin theorem). Nou'. the u,z-convergence in X
is the Hr-convergence in the MP\L (X,g). in'here g 
- {pE."}c.=.u€X_ is given br':
p€,,(r) : p€(lzi ,n u) (€ e s. u e X-r). (13)
3.4. Unbounded F-, [-0t-. and L['1r-convergences. The qJr-convergence rn'as introduced
and investigated in [a]. As in (f2) above, ir can be seen that rhe q.rp-convergence in X is the
r-r1r-convergence in the LMPNL (X, g. E). u'here I : {r,}ue X, is given b5'
r"(r) : p(lr'1 Au) (,u e X*). (14)
In the case of an LMNL X 
- 
(X,.rL.E) u'ith the.B-valued Riesz multi-norm..//: {pg}€..,
the utrnr-convergence in X is the rvp-convergence in the LMPNL (X,,q,E). u'here 9_
{zrg,r}ge=,u€X- consists of E-r'alued fuesz pseudoseminorms zi'g.u defined b5,
nq"@): P€(lrl n u) (r e x) (15)
Furthermore, in the most general case of the n-rp-convergence from Exampie 8, we have the
following proposition. rn'hose straightforward proof is omitted.
Proposition 2. Let X 
- 
(X,,97,8) be an LMPNL with rhe E-valued Riesz multi-pseu-
donorm g 
- {pt}e .= . Then the urrr- convergence in X is the uyp-convergence in the LMPNL(X, g,E), w,here I consists of E-valued Riesz pseudoseminorms rg.u
n1,,@) : p€(lrl n u) (r e X) (16)
forall€eE,u€X.u.
For more resuits on l.Jr-convergence we refer to [2-51.
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